Proxim Wireless and TKH Security Announce Collaboration
in the Outdoor Video Surveillance Market
Each company bringing Best in Class Products together for an industry-leading solution
Silicon Valley, CA, November 30, 2015 – Proxim Wireless Corporation (OTC Markets: PRXM), a
pioneer and global leader in advanced Wi-Fi, point to point (PtP), and point to multipoint (PtMP) wireless
systems, and TKH Security Solutions, a leader in security and video surveillance systems, are announcing
a complete wireless video surveillance solution for customers worldwide.
Video surveillance deployments are increasing worldwide as governments and commercial enterprises
realize the resulting benefits of enhanced security and monitoring of facilities, critical infrastructure, and
public domains. The lack of an available power, infrastructure, or network connection at a desired camera
installation point often presents obstacles for an optimal system deployment. In addition, these systems
must be sensitive to zoning and aesthetic issues, resulting in the need for small, unobtrusive devices.
Wireless connectivity with integrated power availability is the solution to many of these deployment
challenges.
TKH Security Solutions and Proxim Wireless have combined their talents to offer a complete video
security solution. TKH Security Solutions’ advanced video systems and Proxim’s wireless connectivity
products have been exhaustively tested together by both companies to ensure an optimal integrated video
surveillance experience for their customers.
TKH Security Solutions includes:
• Full motion video with audio
• Multi-stream output, enabling multiple agencies to pull direct streams from the camera depending
on their streaming requirements (up to 4x streams from camera)
• NTCIP protocol compliant as well as TS2 and IP67 for ITS and other industrial applications
• Edge recording in the event of temporary connectivity interruptions
• Image quality monitor to provide notification of less than acceptable images (focus, exposure,
tampering, and camera movement)
Proxim offers:
• QoS and high efficiency over the wireless link, ideal for high bit rate, latency sensitive video
traffic supporting HD, 4K and beyond
• High capacity up to 600Mbps allowing a single link to connect multiple cameras
• PoE out to power the camera
• IP67 ruggedized enclosure
TKH has deployed thousands of Encoders and IP Cameras all across the US, Canada and LATAM. “We
are very pleased to have this partnership with Proxim Wireless to allow our customers piece of mind. Our
highly reliable SIQURA cameras along with the highly reliable Wireless Network solutions by Proxim
allow both companies to go to market with extreme confidence with this very robust solution,” stated
Chuck Queri, TKH Security Solutions Director of Sales.

“We are excited to offer our customers a tested, complete solution for video surveillance applications,”
stated Proxim Wireless President and CEO Greg Marzullo. “Video surveillance is an important element
in providing security globally and requires reliable, high-quality solutions. By working with TKH and
their advanced video products and features, we offer customers a simple and effective solution that they
can have confidence will work.”
About TKH Security Solutions
TKH companies providing Security & Safety Solutions
TKH Security Solutions USA manufactures advanced video surveillance solutions based on an open technology
platform that simplifies integration and installation. Our Siqura IP and Optelecom fiber optic solutions enable users
to optimize the effectiveness of their surveillance systems while reducing the total cost of ownership. All our
solutions are developed and tested for critical applications, such as at highway departments, seaports, metros,
military bases, and corporate and government campuses. We are committed to providing our customers with expert
technical advice and support. We are a member of the TKH Group, an internationally active group of companies that
specializes in creating and supplying innovative telecom, building, and industrial solutions.
About Proxim Wireless
Proxim Wireless Corporation (OTC Markets: PRXM) provides Wi-Fi®, Point-to-Point and Point-to-Multipoint 4G
wireless network technologies for wireless Internet, video surveillance and backhaul applications. Our
ORiNOCO® and Tsunami® product lines are sold to service providers, governments and enterprises with over 2.5
million devices shipped to 250,000+ customers in more than 90 countries worldwide. Proxim is ISO 9001:2008
certified. For more information, visit www.proxim.com. For investor relations information, e-mail ir@proxim.com
or call +1 413-584-1425.
Safe Harbor Statement
Statements in this press release that are not statements of historical facts are forward-looking statements that involve
risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. Our actual results may differ materially from the results anticipated in these
forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could contribute to
such differences, including difficulties in overcoming the network installation and operational challenges relating to
any specific customer or geographical area; changes in the timing or extent of any contemplated deployments or
expansions; factors beyond our control such as weather, geographic, governmental, and interference issues that may
increase the costs and difficulties of wireless deployments; specific requirements of a given customer in their
specific situations; whether the deployment will achieve the desired objectives of any given customer; changes in
the timing, features, and other characteristics of products Proxim expects to introduce; and difficulties or delays in
supplying products with the features, performance, compliances, certifications, cost, price, quality, and other
characteristics desired by customers. Further information on these and other factors that could affect Proxim's actual
results is contained in the filings made by Proxim with the OTC Markets (available at www.otcmarkets.com),
including without limitation in the Annual Report filed by Proxim on March 30, 2010, and is and will be contained
in its other public statements, which may be available on Proxim’s website (www.proxim.com).
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